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Question:    

A Collaborative Inquiry Scenario 

Handout 1 1. Select scenario A or B.  
2. Identify strengths of the inquiry and areas of challenge. Consider: 

• conditions that support the inquiry  and/or 
• the collaborative inquiry process 

Overview (common to both scenarios): 
Teachers on a cross-panel math learning team for a small family of schools are learning how to use technology in the classroom to 
differentiate instruction so that the needs and strengths of different groups of students can be addressed. 

Scenario A 

School leaders (P and/or VP) have engaged the 
board math lead and the secondary school’s math 
department head to plan for and facilitate a cross 
panel collaborative inquiry. School leaders check in 
regularly with the lead to ensure that there are 
adequate resources and access to technology 
expertise. The board math lead meets with a board 
team regularly for problem solving and 
professional learning.  After a few months the 
enthusiasm of the cross panel team dwindles and 
the math lead, pulled in many directions, is less 
available for the team. School leaders fear that all 
the good work in the last few months will not 
furnish any lasting results/changes and are 
encountering resistance from teachers to being on 
the team. 

Scenario B 
The math learning team examined the results of 
their grade-specific pre-assessment on solving 
equations.  Each teacher determined that over one 
third of each class was having difficulty 
understanding concepts related to equations. The 
math lead encouraged the team to investigate 
more closely where students were having difficulty 
and to think about what they as teachers were 
doing that ‘worked’ and ‘didn’t work’. After a brief 
discussion, the team quickly decided to focus on 
three part lesson plans and to use the ’equations’ 
lessons and activities from a new resource that 
one of the teachers had received at a math 
conference.  At the next CI team meeting the 
teachers brought samples of student work and 
were very pleased that the students had enjoyed 
engaging in the activities.  
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